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Records and questions 

For a discussion of the records, see 20_huangmukuai.pdf.  

Fieldwork results of 6 and 7 October had shown that Tongchanggou south of Yiliang was a lesser site 

of copper exploitation and certainly unrelated to silver mining, while Huangmukuai was mainly a zinc 

smelting site, with some silver exploitation, but apparently not on massive scale. Since Mr. Lu Hanyun 

had mentioned the possibility of silver mining near Longjie, we decided to visit possible locations 

there. We added a sulphur mine half-way to Longjie, which Mr. Lu had also mentioned. 

 

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim, Li Xiaocen 李晓岑 and Liu Peifeng 刘培峰, 8 October 2017 

Supported by: Ding Changfen 丁长芬, director of the Zhaotong Museum, Mr. Lu Hanyun 禄

汉云, retired member of the Relics Office of Yiliang 

Main informants: Mr. Li Daigao 李代高 (aged 56), Mr. Zhang (in his 60s), of Yichangpo, Mr. 

Zhang Guoping 张国平 (aged 49) and Mr. Zhang Guozhao 张国照 (aged 52), both of 

Houzhai. 

 

We hired a car for the day to go to Longjie and left Yiliang about 8 am. The Luozehe valley is 

narrow throughout, forming a gorge between sheer cliffs between a small tributary not far south 

of the mining plant and Pengjiapo 彭家坡, with a slight interruption at a knee where a tributary 

joins from the east in a tectonic valley at the town of Shuinichang 水泥厂.  

Yuanbaocun 元宝村 is near the top of the ascent up the eastern slope of the river. Got there 

about 9:30. The village used to be called Luozehe and has been renamed recently. 

Peifeng’s GPS: N° 27 30.2659, E° 103 59.1021, 1350 m 



 

View from the slope just above Yuanbaocun over the top end of the village south, with the Luozehe valley to the 

right. 

Asked at the village government, where the young and muscular official recommended looking 

for Li Daigao 李代高 56 sui. Found him in a small workshop tending to a harrow. He knew 

about the sulphur mine and took up op the slope where iron smelting had been carried on until 

fairly recently (about 1990?). Two rows of sulphur smelters used to be in operation, using the 

same technology as in the old times. Remains of a square structure formed two walls in the 

corner of a maize field, walls ca 2.5 m, with a rectangular groove about 60 cm from the present 

field level and 50 cm wide. The receiving end of this channel according to xxx was a little house 

with water about 4-5 m further up the hill. The furnace would be filled with 3-4 tons of ore and 

coal (the coal came from Guizhou), distillation took a 

week, no ventilation required. The sulphur mines were 

about 1 km away towards the steep end of the slope 

(location specific). Iron ore was (and probably is still 

being worked) a little way further up the slope; numerous 

abandoned structures of the iron mines, ore storage, and 

sorting possibly wet treatment facilities.  

 

Mr. Li Daigao. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The wall remains of the sulphur smelter seen from the corn field; and 

sulphur crystals that had formed on an old dump. 

On the way down right behind some of these buildings Li Daigao pointed out a dump of silver 

smelting slags. The heap was compact, with crystal growth in the overhanging section (similar 

to the dump at Xiaogongmiao in Mingguang, Tengchong), established depth about 80 cm but 

probably more. The heap was cut into in the course of digging the path, its existing extent is at 

least ca. 8 m long along the slope, lower and upper ends disturbed due to buildings. 

  



 

The heap of silver smelting slags, and whitish cristalline formations in the protected cavities of the slag heap. 

 

Yuanbaoshan village above the Luozehe. 

 

We continued to Longjie to visit the several villages with Yinchang in their names and that Mr. 

Lu had mentioned as possible silver-mining sites. Reached Longjie about 12:00, where it 

happened to be market day. 

Yinchangpo being the village nearest to the town, we went there first. Younger people told us 

to look for the grandfather in the white house. Met Mr. Zhang (in his 60s) at lunch with his son 

(in his 40s). Their family had come 10 generations ago, unclear from where, first mentioned 

Huguang, then Fujian, then said probably Wenzhou. There had been silver mines but this was 

a very long time ago. There used to be a Xianshuimiao and a Guanyinmiao. Yinchangpo village 

is exclusively Han, most have the family name Zhang, there used to be two directors (guanshi 

管事) and an official. Longjie is also mostly Han. 

Mr. Zhang knew where the mines and the smelting site was and agreed to take us there. 



Returned in direction of Longjie to the low ridge between 

the upper end of Longjiexiang and Yinchangpo, with three 

karst cones. Stopped at a transformer station and headed 

down the slope a little way. Met another elderly villager, 

who came along for a little while.  

 

 

Mr. Zhang. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peifeng with two 

locals on their 

way to the 

market near the 

top of the ridge 

above the mining 

slope. 

 

 

 

 

Coming out of the bush we were looking along a very disturbed slope. Mr. Zhang pointed out 

workings and told us that part of the slope collapsed only a few years ago because of the old 

workings. Had a look at the workings just below, clearly old and exposed because of earlier 

rockfalls. Two further places along the slope, one smaller, the other considerably larger. There 

was a story about water from these larger workings, which I didn’t understand.  

The workings are evidently extensive, and in the limestone layer. 

 



 

 

Old workings exposed by 

erosion 

 

Went on back to the 

road and down near 

the rubbish dump. 

Some 40 m below the 

road along a young 

pine forest Mr. 

Zhang told us that all 

along there used to be 

silver smelting slags. 

Now some coal and 

stuff that looked like 

zinc smelting slags. 

Coal useless, 

according to Mr. 

Zhang. After a good long while we still hadn’t found any slags but finally understood that the 

slope had been dug up for zinc ore during the Great Leap, lots of shallow pits, the ore had been 

taken away, not smelted on site. No exploitation since.  

 

View along the slope, with several collapsed sections. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrance to an old working exposed by a 

recent rockfall. 

 

 

 

Part of the slope of the historic slag dump, disturbed by smelting during the Great Leap and probably recently. 

Back on the road we hit on two men and a woman going to the market at Longjie, Zhang 

Guoping 张国平 (49) and Zhang Guozhao 张国照 (52). When asked about the old silver mines 

they said that they knew a place where there were slags left. Talked them into showing us. Old 

Mr. Zhang went off to the market with some family members, so did the woman, while the 

younger Zhangs took us to their village, Houzhai, at the end of a track leading along and down 

the slope from the transformer station.  



 

View from the mining slope down the valley. Houzhai is behind the knob to the right. 

 

At the slag dump outside the first house of Houzhai.  



  

Mr. Zhang Guozhao.     Slags and remains of a furnace at Houzhai. Photos by Peifeng. 

At the entrance of the village near a recently built house they showed us a small dump of glassy 

slags. The Zhangs have no knowledge of who smelted these and when. From their elders they 

know about the site of a furnace or hearth nearby, but there is nothing to be seen now. 

Their ancestors came from Jiangxi, 10 generations ago, and settled in Houzhai 8 generations 

ago.  

They also knew about another old site where the slags looked different. When we expressed 

interest, they changed their market plans and took there. We drove through the village and along 

a dirt track for some 3-4 km back to the main road north of Longjie, along for a short distance, 

then walked in some 5 min and found ourselves at the edge of an extensive zinc smelting site. 

The Zhangs knew that the coal was available from a coal mine in the hills nearby, and the ore 

came from the workings we had just seen. Called Heihongshan 黑硔山. No memories about 

when this was worked. The zinc slags are heavily eroded, with the bare smooth limestone rock 

visible in places. The upper end is under a layer of soil, 0.5-1 m thick, the lower end much 

thicker. [Extent can be measured on satellite photo] 



 

The zinc smelting site near Longjie. 

   

The thickness of the layer in the lower parts of the dump and large debris. 



 

Bedrock exposed by erosion near the top end of the dump. 

Site N 27 21.9768 E 104 06.7715, 1893 m 

The Zhangs said that their ancestors came when this land was empty, after a war, during which 

the emperor had driven the Yi out to Liangshan. Afterwards the land was available. Houshan is 

mostly Han, with only a few Yi families. 

Turned out that the Zhangs have a genealogy, so we went back to their house to photograph it. 

Handwritten by a relative, 2 copies. 

Headed back towards 5 pm. For lack of time, did not get to Yichangping and Yinchangwan, 

two further nearby villages that might be connected to silver mining and are both both near the 

zinc smelting site. 



 

Sites around Longjie. 

 

The mining and the smelting slopes between Yinchangpo and Longjie. The blue-roofed building is the mosque. 



 

The zinc smelting dump near Longjie. 

 

Results 

Yichangpo may be the updated name of Tongchangpo, when copper mining had become a thing of the 

distant past and the site was worked for silver. There is little doubt that silver mining preceded zinc, 

yet the scale of silver exploitation is uncertain. Most of the slags have been removed or covered by 

recent activities. The workings are certainly extensive, but a distinctive attribution is not possible. The 

oral tradition of two guanshi, however is clear evidence of considerable important at some point of the 

high Qing. 

Fieldwork at Huangmukuai and Longjie has shown silver mining on some scale followed by more 

important zinc exploitation. The dating of zinc mining from about 1800 is probable, and it continued 

into the late 20th century.  

Family histories suggest that Yinchangpo is relatively old, with Han Chinese having moved in around 

1730, and the possibility of more intensive exploitation from this period onwards. 

More fieldwork as Wanchang is required to identify the Tongchangpo mines with reasonable 

certainty. 

 


